ABOUT US
THEATRE ATTRACTIONS - combination of MOVEMENTS AND MEDIA.
Passengers are immersed and transported to the screening of a film that surrounds them and carries them into a unique
experience. The immersion in virtual reality in fantastic experience. is a trend that is growing more and more in the
entertainment industry.
The MOSER'S RIDES has built and put into operation:
- DYNAMIC THEATRE (passengers are seated).
- BATTLE SHIP. (Passengers are in standing position).
- SPACE SHUTTLE FIXED. The vehicles are installed on plinths inside a half-spherical dome.
- SPACE SHUTTLE ON RAILS. The vehicles with 12 seats, have 7 degrees of freedom and move with a trolley on a rail, and have
along the way large screens with projections to merge and move the passengers in the movie.
- TOWER HIGH 50 Mt. with vertical movement inside a square building with screens and projections on all the 4 walls and on 3
levels. Is a simulator with vertical movements.
-TOWER HIGH 10/15 Mt. , 12 seats with vertical movement inside a building with the projections on the walls in front of the
passengers. Is a simulator with vertical movements. For less expensive investments.
- TIDAL WAVE. Bright dark ride, with the shape of a Light House, within a space of 20m x 16m. Lift 28 or more passengers on
top of the Light House to watch through a window , that is a screen with projection, that give the experience of being it by
a giant wave as a Tsunami. Other theme can be Typhoon or a Snow Avalanche.
ATTRACTIONS INTERACTIVE - PASSENGER CONTROL SOME MOVEMENTS:
- FREESTYLER, passengers are standing and control the rotation of the boards. With 4 or 6 or 12 or 24 passengers.
- SURF THE WAVE, surfing simulator, passengers are standing and control the swing out and the rotation of the surfboard as to
ride a waves;
- HOPPLA, passengers control the rotation of the gondola on its axis, holding steady or making swings or full loop.
- SPEED FLIP, passengers control the rotation of the gondola on its axis, holding steady or making swings or full loop.
- GYRO LOOP, passengers may control the flips of the gondola on its axis and control the start/stop and
the direction of the main rotation of the gondolas; Gondolas can be hold steady or made swing or full loop.
- DAREDEVIL real flight simulator with the plane's control, that may turn around the barycenter, and swing outwards and
inwards for 170°.
- SKYDIVER, Tower with 6 gondolas with 2 seats each with parachute. The passengers control the start of the lift, the speed and
the rotation of each gondola/parachute.
- ENERGY RUSH, passengers control the rotation of the gondola on its axis, holding steady or making swings or full loop.
HIGH RIDE
- TOWERS FREE FALL of any height and any number of passengers.
- PANORAMIC TOWERS of any height and any number of passengers
- GIANT WHEELS small, medium and tall with gondolas or cabins.
- SPACE TRAINER 30 and 40 seats. The whole center lift and performs three spectacular spins like a gyroscope. Queue line
and scream are sure.
FAMILY RIDE
-SPRING RIDE, the best selling, we have built more than 300 units. Fix or rotating. Any height and any number of seats.
-MAVERICK of any height and any number of passengers.
-BUCCANEER, attraction for water parks, with 2 or 3 or 4 rotating centers. The barrels/boats, moves from one center to the
others centers and the whole attraction at the end of each cycle is lifted out of water for loading and unloading the
passengers on dry floor , and then lowered in the pool to dip all the boats in the water.
-FAST TRACK, with 2 or 3 or 4 rotating centers. The vehicles move from one center to all the others. Can be 6,8,10,12 vehicles.
-SPACE BUBBLE, with 7 or 12 vehicles, with two seats, swinging outwards while rotating on rails that has camel back and
valley.

-SIDEWINDER of any height and any number of passengers.

